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Abstract

Common aggregation predicates have natural de�nitions
in logic, either as �rst order sentences (min, max , etc.),
or with elementary induction over a data structure that
represents the relation (sum, count, etc.). The well-founded
semantics for logic programs provides an interpretation of
such de�nitions. The interpretation of �rst-order aggregates
seems to be quite natural and intuitively satisfying, even
in the presence of recursion through aggregation. Care
is needed to get useful results on inductive aggregates,
however. A basic building block is the \subset" predicate,
which states that a data structure represents a subset of an
IDB predicate, and which is de�nable in the well-founded
semantics. The analogous \superset" is also de�nable,
and their combination yields a \generic" form of �ndall.
Surprisingly, �ndall must be used negatively to obtain useful
approximations when the exact relation is not yet known.

Extensions to the semantics, restrictions on the input,
and other supplementary requirements proposed in earlier
studies appear to be unnecessary for the purpose of attaching
a meaning to a program that involves recursion through
aggregation. For example, any reasonable de�nition of
\shortest paths" tolerates negative weight edges, correctly
computes shortest paths that exist, and leaves tuples
unde�ned where negative-weight cycles cause the shortest
path not to exist. Other examples exhibit similarly robust
behavior, when de�ned carefully. Connections with the
generic model of computation are discussed briey.

1 Introduction

Aggregate operations are often useful in relational

database applications, and have well-understood mean-

ing when added to a �rst order query language such as

relational calculus. However, in a deductive database

context recursive rules are also present, and questions

arise concerning recursion through aggregation (and

perhaps negation as well). These issues have been

studied recently [CM90, MPR90, GGZ91, KS91, SR91,

RS92]. Several interesting questions may be posed

about such programs, including convenience of use,

complexity of computation, and expressive power. But

surely the �rst issue is to attach a meaning to such

programs. We propose to attach a meaning in a

straightforward way using the well-founded semantics

[VGRS91].

Exactly what is an aggregate operation is itself a

subject for discussion. We shall adopt a rather general

de�nition: a partial mapping from instances of one

relation scheme to instances of another that is somehow

\numerical" in that it involves order and/or arithmetic.

In practice (min, max , count , sum, etc.), the

\output" instances often consist of a single unary tuple

and the aggregate operation is regarded as a function

that outputs that tuple's argument, rather than the

relation instance consisting of that one tuple. However,

we feel that the relational notation of logic programming

is simple and satisfactory, so avoid the use of interpreted

functions.

1.1 Relation to Prior Work

At �rst, it is unclear what meaning to attach to a

program (that is, a set of logical rules) that de�nes a

predicate, say p, in terms of an aggregation involving p.

Prior works de�ned restricted classes of programs and

gave semantics for certain aggregates as primitives in

those programs [MPR90, CM90, GGZ91, RS92].

Kemp and Stuckey gave a semantics that applied to

all programs [KS91], but it leaves too much unde�ned

in several important cases [RS92]. Although called an

extension of the well-founded semantics, we shall see

that it is really more of a restriction, and might be
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more accurately described as an extension of weakly

strati�ed semantics. The authors studied stable models

as an alternative that de�nes everything when there is a

unique stable model, but does not apply to all programs.

Our approach is to de�ne aggregates using ordinary

rules, rather than to present them as new primitives.

Then the usual semantics can be applied. This �ner

grain also permits de�nitions to be tailored to the

requirements of particular problems, which turns out

to be important. In a sense this approach uni�es

and extends the earlier work mentioned; in practical

cases, their semantics can be achieved as special

cases of well-founded semantics where the programs

and/or databases have additional properties. However,

examples are known where a model represents the

solution of simultaneous equations, and cannot be

produced by the well-founded semantics [KS91, RS92].

For example, Ross and Sagiv exclude negation and

require monotonicity properties that exclude programs

like Example 4.3, which contain both min and max ;

they also require partial orders that are speci�ed

externally, and impose a cost-consistency condition

[RS92]. Mumick et al. have similar, even stronger,

restrictions [MPR90], as do Consens and Mendelzon

(whose main concern is complexity) [CM90]. Ganguly

et al. consider only min or max (but not both) and

no negation, plus additional constraints su�cient to

guarantee a two-valued well-founded model, which they

view as a unique stable model [GGZ91]. Sudarshan

and Ramakrishnan study when min and max can be

pushed into recursion without changing the semantics

given by nonrecursive aggregation [SR91]. A recent

proposal for \validmodels"might also have implications

for aggregation [BRSS92].

1.2 Nonstrictness of Aggregates

An interesting property of logical rules that result from

aggregates is that often they are not strict [Kun88];

that is, the recursively de�ned predicate depends on

itself both positively and negatively. Strict programs

are easily cast in the framework of traditional �xpoint

logic, containing only positive induction, which has been

studied extensively [Mos74, Imm86, GS86]. Nonstrict

programs are less well understood. Our work suggests

that nonstrict programs resulting from �rst-order ag-

gregates (such as min and max ) behave satisfactorily,

but those resulting from inductive aggregates (such as

sum) may not. Interestingly, examples considered in the

literature for inductive aggregates always seem to have a

strict version, enabling intuitively reasonable behaviors

to result. Examples are presented in Section 4 and 6.

1.3 Methodology

Studying properties of the well-founded semantics is

often more easily done by considering the alternating

�xpoint of the program in question [VG92]. The

monotonicity of the operators involved can often be

exploited during the analysis. This turns out to be a

fruitful approach in connection with aggregates. The

alternating �xpoint is reviewed informally in Section 3.

A key technique for expression of certain aggregates is

to de�ne a data structure (actually a relation containing

data structures) that represents a �nite relation of

interest. We show how to accomplish this in Sections 5{

7. For \monotonic" programs [RS92], it su�ces to

consider subsets as approximations to relations that are

de�ned recursively with aggregation. For nonmonotonic

programs, a more general approach is developed, which

involves approximating from above, as well.

2 Notation and Rule Syntax

We stay close to the syntax of Prolog for rules.

Symbols beginning with a capital letter are variables.

Symbols beginning with lowercase letters are predicates

or function symbols, depending on context. Functions

are always uninterpreted, and can be thought of as

record names.1 Arithmetic is performed by the \is"

predicate (X is Y + 1), and \=" denotes uni�cation,

never assignment.

However, we have occasion to use the same symbol

as both a predicate and a function; although distinction

is possible by context, we use boldface (p) when the

symbol is a predicate (a goal or subgoal in a rule), and

italics (p) when it is a function symbol. Boldface is used

only on symbols that play dual roles. Thus a rule might

appear as

lacks(X;S)  p(X;Y ) & :member(p(X;Y ); S)

Other notations are used for readability, with explana-

tion where they occur.

3 Informal Review of the Alternating

Fixpoint

The alternating �xpoint of a logic program produces

the partial model that corresponds to the well-founded

semantics of that program [VG92]. Following Ross

1Certain interpreted functions would improve readability, but

we refrain from introducing them to emphasize the point that no
new constructs or primitives are used.
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and Sagiv [RS92] we may divide the predicates into a

CDB (current database) and and LDB (lower database),

where the CDB consists of the strongly connected

component of predicates (in the dependency graph) that

are being analyzed. The alternating �xpoint's de�nition

is in terms of monotonic operators, so we may regard the

LDB (analog of EDB) as having already been computed

when we are concerned about the CDB (analog of IDB).

At a high level, let p  	(p;:p) represent the rules

of the CDB. Occurrence of the LDB in 	 is implicit,

negation occurs only in literals, and variables have been

suppressed. Actually, p and 	 are vectors of predicates

and formulas, respectively. The computation alternates

between underestimates and overestimates of (:p; p).

Let:

� (:p; p) denote the current underestimates,

� (:p; p) denote the previous underestimates,

� (:p; p) denote the current overestimates,

� \�" denote complement,

� T	(p;:p) denote the immediate consequence trans-

formation with p and :p regarded as separate re-

lations where they appear in 	, with p being the

argument and :p being a parameter; one application

ofT	 is called a stage; T	
1(:p) is its least �xpoint.

From a previous underestimate :p the iteration pro-

ceeds:

p = T	
1(:p) (1)

:p = � p

p = T	
1(:p)

:p = � p

This entire sequence constitutes one application of the

alternating transformation, A	(:p), and is called a

phase. Transformation A	 acts on sets of negative

literals, and is monotonic because complementation

occurs twice in the phase. Initially, :p = ;. The least

�xpoint,A	
1(;), is the negative part of the alternating

�xpoint of the CDB; its positive part is T	
1(A	

1(;)).

For correspondence with the well-founded semantics

we require that each component 	i of the vector of

formulas be in DECNF, that is, it must take the form

of a disjunction of existentially quanti�ed conjunctions

of literals; this enables the de�nition of unfounded sets

to apply. In this case T	
1 = T	

!. For the standard

(well-founded or alternating �xpoint) semantics, presen-

tations in di�erent forms are considered to be reduced to

that form in a standard fashion [LT84, VG92]; this may

require the introduction of some new predicate names

to avoid universal quanti�ers.

4 First Order Aggregates

The common �rst order aggregates are min and max ,

which can be generalized as t (least upper bound).

The main result is Theorem 4.1, which gives conditions

under which t can be pulled out of recursion; however,

the main idea for its proof is contained in the detailed

discussion of Example 4.1. Ross and Sagiv have

observed that min is monotonic for �, while max is

monotonic for � [RS92]. In general, t is monotonic

for the partial order over which it is de�ned, and this

monotonicity can often be exploited.

For programs using min and/or max , there is some

ordered cost domain, and certain arguments of predi-

cates, called cost arguments, are required to take values

in that domain. Of course, one can de�ne multiple cost

domains. For concreteness in examples, we suppose our

cost domain is the rationals, although the development

works equally well on the reals, the integers, and do-

mains without arithmetic.

Following Ganguly et al., but with di�erent syntax,

we regard the min predicate as a macro for a �rst order

formula with universal quanti�cation, which in turn is

reduced to a pair of normal rules.

De�nition 4.1: Assume the last argument of p( ~X;C)

is a cost argument. Let G be a list of \group by"

arguments; the notation ~XG means the projection of
~X on the columns of G.

minp;G( ~X;C)  p( ~X;C) & :bp( ~XG; C) (2)

bp(~YG; C)  p(~Y ;D) & D < C

Arguments not in G are called free variables of the min

operation; they do appear in minp;G, but not in bp. An

example follows shortly.

4.1 Shortest Paths: a Canonical Example

We begin by studying the popular problem of �nding

shortest paths in a digraph [CM90, GGZ91, SR91,

RS92]. We show that several natural expressions of

the shortest path properties are interpreted correctly

by the well-founded semantics. Restriction to nonneg-

ative edge weights [GGZ91] are unnecessary; functional

dependencies [RS92] are also unnecessary.

Example 4.1: In all versions of a shortest path pro-

gram over an LDB directed graph having weighted
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edges e(X;Y;D), shortest paths sp are derived from

candidate paths cp by the rule

sp(X;Y;D; I)  mincp;1;2(X;Y;D; I) (3)

Here sp(X;Y;D; I) is read, \a shortest path from X

to Y has length D and goes initially to I"; thus

this relation can be used as a routing table. By

De�nition 4.1, this rule is considered an abbreviation2

for the rules in normal form:

sp(X;Y;D; I)  cp(X;Y;D; I) & :bp(X;Y;D) (4)

bp(X;Y;D)  cp(X;Y;E; J) & E < D

Here, bp(X;Y;D) may be read as \there is a better path

from X to Y than any of length D". (A path of length

D is not required to exist.)

Candidate paths might reasonably be de�ned in

several ways. Let us require a path to have at least

one edge, giving the common base case:

cp(X;Y;D; Y )  e(X;Y;D) (5)

The versions di�er on the inductive case:

A : cp(X;Y;D; I) cp(X;U;E; I) & (6)

e(U; Y; F; J) & D is E + F

B : cp(X;Y;D; I) sp(X;U;E; I) & (7)

e(U; Y; F; J) & D is E + F

C : cp(X;Y;D; I) sp(X;U;E; I) & (8)

sp(U; Y; F; J) & D is E + F

Version A de�nes cp as all paths, not necessarily simple.

Version B incorporates the knowledge that any shortest

path of n + 1 edges must be the extension of one of

n edges; this fact is the basis of Dijkstra's algorithm

and of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. Version C relies

on the fact that any proper decomposition of a shortest

path yields two shortest paths, which is the basis for

the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. Observe that cp will not

necessarily satisfy a functional dependency XY I ! D,

as required by the Ross-Sagiv semantics.

The well-founded semantics gives the same relation

for sp in all three versions: sp(X;Y;D; I) is true if there

is a shortest path from X to Y of length D with initial

step to I; sp(X;Y;D; I) is unde�ned for X and Y if

there is no shortest path because of a negative weight

cycle; sp(X;Y;D; I) is false otherwise. This outcome is

straightforward for version A because the min operation

2Technically, the macro calls for bcp, but no confusion results
from using bp here.

is nonrecursive; i.e., the program is strati�ed w.r.t.

aggregation [MPR90]. The claim is not so obvious for

versions B and C, but the same argument works for both

versions, and is given next.

Because of monotonicity of A	 (reviewed in Sec-

tion 3), there is no harm in making an underestimate

too small on the way to computing A	
1. So let

us make the �rst underestimate empty; in particular,

bp = ;. Thus the �rst overestimate will consider all :bp

tuples to be true, and cp will be simply the transitive

closure embellished with distances and �rst steps;3 it

will include distances for nonsimple paths, so it will be

in�nite if the graph has any cycles of nonzero weight.

Because all shortest paths will be represented, the �rst

\overestimate" of bp will actually be the correct rela-

tion. That is, bp(X;Y;D) will hold precisely when there

is a path from X to Y of some length less than D.

The second \underestimate" turns out to be the

�xpoint. It uses as negative facts the complement of the

correct bp. Intuitively, :bp(X;Y;D) now states that all

paths from X to Y have length at least D. Therefore,

if cp(X;Y;D; I) exists, it represents a shortest path.

As the �xpoint for the second underestimate is

contructed in stages, the :bp relation (which remains

constant throughout the stages) acts as a sort of oracle

to say when a cp tuple may be taken as an sp tuple. Of

course, if there is a negative-length cycle on any path

from X to Y , then :bp(X;Y;D) is false for all D, and

no sp tuple for X and Y will ever be admitted.

Finally, it is easy to see that the next overestimate

will �nd spurious sp tuples where negative-length cycles

are involved. This is because the (now previous)

underestimate bp \considers" only paths in which no

edge is part of a negative-length cycle. Consequently,

:bp as used in the second overestimate is too large,

and includes tuples :bp(X;Y;D) where such a path

really exists due to a negative-length cycle. When a

corresponding cp tuple is found, it is admitted as an

sp tuple, and therefore is not considered false in the

succeeding underestimate :sp, establishing the claim.

4.2 Least Upper Bounds and Monotonicity

The pleasant aspect of the well-founded semantics

is that you seem to get what you want just by

writing a natural logical description of it. However,

the analysis to see that you get what you want

may be involved, as in the previous example. Also,

3
cp(X;Y;D; I) \represents" a path in the sense that it gives

its length and �rst step.
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tremendous implementation issues are pushed o� on the

compiler. Therefore, it is important to �nd conditions

on programs that ease these tasks. Various researchers

have de�ned restricted classes of programs in connection

with aggregates.

Ganguly et al. de�ne a \monotonicity" property

that is more accurately described as \inationary"

[GGZ91]; in doing so, they have restricted the range

of numerical values to be nonnegative. The ability

of the well-founded semantics to de�ne shortest paths

correctly in the presence of negative-weight edges calls

into question the necessity of this restriction. They

also de�ne a di�erent restriction that is based on

monotonicity, which permits propagation of min into

certain recursions, as an optimization. Sudarshan and

Ramakrishnan also give conditions under which min

and max can be pushed into recursion [SR91].

We are interested in going the other direction, as

pullingmin out of recursion makes the program easier to

analyze. More generally, we consider least upper bounds

(t) on preference relations (v), which are partial orders.

Optimization problems seek such least upper bounds.

Intuitively, x v y means y is preferable to x in an

optimization context. For minimum length paths, v

corresponds to �, and t corresponds to min. As with

min (De�nition 4.1), the appearance of t in rules can

be regarded as a macro.

De�nition 4.2: Let v de�ne a partial order on a cost

domain. Assume the last argument of p( ~X;C) is a cost

argument. Let G be a list of \group by" arguments, as

in De�nition 4.1. Then tp;G( ~X;C) is a lub atom, its

free variables are those in ~X but not in ~XG, and it is

de�ned by the rules:

tp;G( ~X;C)  p( ~X;C) & :bp( ~XG; C) (9)

bp(~YG; C)  p(~Y ;D) & C < D

where C < D means C v D and C 6= D, as usual.

De�nition 4.3: Let v de�ne a partial order on a cost

domain. A rule ismonotonic for v if each cost argument

in the head of the rule is a monotonic function of the

cost arguments of CDB atoms in the body of the rule,

any free variables in a lub atom appear nowhere else in

the rule body, and the only negation is that introduced

by the de�nition of t (see De�nition 4.2). A CDB is

monotonic for v if all of its rules are.

Example 4.2: Let the cost domain be the rationals.

Identify v with � and t with min. Some monotonic

rules are:

p(X;C)  minq;1(X;Y;D) &

C is D � 1:

p(X;C)  minq;1(X;Y;D) &

C is D +D:

p(X;C)  minq;1(X;Y;D) &

e(X;E) & C is D +E:

but not:

p(X;C)  minq;1(X;Y;D) &

C is D � �1:

p(X;C)  minq;1(X;Y;D) &

C is D �D:

p(X;C)  minq;1(X;Y;D) &

e(Y;E) & C is D + E:

Observe that replacingmin bymax makes the �rst three

rules monotonic with respect �, while the latter three

remain nonmonotonic.

Ross and Sagiv de�ne \monotonic programs" for

other aggregates, and observed that di�erent partial

orders make di�erent aggregates monotonic in their

sense [RS92]. De�nition 4.3 is consistent with theirs

on t.

Theorem 4.1: If the rules of a CDB contain tp;G on a

CDB predicate, and the CDB is monotonic for v, then

the least upper bound may be pulled out of the CDB,

that is, made nonrecursive, while preserving the results

of queries.

Proof : (Sketch) First we make a new copy of the CDB

rules with all CDB predicates renamed from p to ap.

The copy with ap will be the lower stratum. Then all

occurrences of tp;G( ~X;C) in the new copy are replaced

by ap( ~X;C). Finally, occurrences of tp;G( ~X;C) in the

original CDB rules are replaced by tap;G( ~X;C) (whose

expansion introduces bap).

The main idea to prove equivalence is that the �rst

overestimate bp in the original program is the �xpoint

and is the same as bap. This is a generalization of the

phenomenon seen in Example 4.1.

4.3 Beyond Monotonic Programs

Programs that are not monotonic for v still appear

to make intuitive sense. However, ad hoc methods of
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analysis seem to be necessary in this uncharted area.

We present one example.

Example 4.3: Consider a two-player game de�ned on

a bipartite graph. Nodes with no out-arcs represent

terminal nodes and are labeled with a game value.

Player A wants to minimize this value and player B

wants to maximize it. (See Figure 1.) The problem

is to associate game values with the remaining nodes.

Let �nite LDB relations a and b be directed edges

that represent the possible moves of players A and B,

respectively. Let f(X;C) mean that X is a terminal

node with value C. A straightforward expression of the

player's optimal results is given by

v(X;C)  f(X;C) (10)

v(X;C)  minp;1(X;Y;C)

p(X;Y;C)  a(X;Y ) & v(Y;C)

v(Y;C)  max q;1(Y; Z;C)

q(Y; Z;C)  b(Y; Z) & v(Z;C)

Space restrictions prevent a detailed analysis. The main

idea again is judiciously to \forget" to include certain

facts in the underestimates to simplify the description

of the overestimates of bp and bq , which are introduced

by the min and max macros, respectively. (Note that

bq(Y;C) q(Y;W;D) & (D > C)

with the inequality opposite to that for bp.) Let

the initial underestimate be empty. Then the initial

overestimate bp(X;C) holds if any sequence of moves

fromX leads to a terminal node with value less than C.

For the succeeding underestimate, we begin by

inferring the base cases v  f . Now :bp(X;C) acts

as a �lter to admit p(X;Y;C) if no sequence of moves

from X has a lower outcome. If Y is a terminal node,

then the corresponding v(X;C) represents a situation

in which A has an optimal strategy to move to a

terminal node. Similarly, :bq(Y;C) acts as a �lter

to admit q(Y; Z;C) if no sequence of moves from Y

has a greater outcome, and v(Y;C) is true because

B has an optimal one-move strategy. In the �gure,

nodes g and j receive values of 2 in this way. Now

additional v inferences might be possible, but to simplify

the analysis, we \forget" to make them in this phase.

Therefore bp(X;C) will identify when there is a better

sequence for A (not necessarily with optimal choices

by B) than immediately terminating with outcome C;

bq(Y;C) identi�es when B has a better sequence.
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Figure 1: A min-max game graph. A moves to the

right, and wants to minimize; B moves left, trying to

maximize. Do nodes g, h, i and j have values?

Now proceed to the following overestimate. Here,

v(X;C) no longer represents all possible sequences;

those in which A or B had an optimal opportunity to

terminate in one move, but did not do so, are absent.

It follows that :bp(X;C) in the next underestimate

identi�es when A has an optimal move to terminate,

or has an optimal move a(X;Y ) for which B's optimal

response is to terminate. Of course, :bq(Y;C) has the

corresponding meaning for B. Thus we see that longer

optimal sequences are evaluated in each phase, until all

such sequences have been evaluated.

Nodes may not have an optimal value, due to the fact

that both players are following a \maximum contempt"

policy: Do not terminate if there is an alternative that

might be better, even if the alternative requires the

opponent to play inferior moves. In the �gure, this

applies to nodes h and i: neither player accepts a value

of 2, hoping the other will make a mistake.

5 Finite Sets as Data Structures

For many problems in which the use of aggregates has

been proposed the concept of subset is what is really

necessary. This section treats these cases; the more

general case is deferred until Section 7.

The well-founded semantics can de�ne data struc-

tures that represent subsets of a relation in the program.

After giving this de�nition, we discuss its treatment

by the alternating �xpoint, noting that subset depends

positively on the underlying relation, but through two

levels of negation. With a corresponding de�nition

of superset, the Kemp-Stuckey semantics (their well-
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founded version, not their stable version) can be sim-

ulated. However, superset depends negatively on the

underlying relation, making its use precarious. Finally,

we show how to simulate the Ross-Sagiv semantics of

many, but not all, monotonic programs with subsets

and least upper bounds. We attribute the greater power

of Ross-Sagiv, relative to Kemp-Stuckey, where both

semantics apply, to the fact that Ross-Sagiv does not

require supersets for its simulation. Examples are given

in the following section.

De�nition 5.1: For a predicate p( ~X), let the vector

of variables ~X be partitioned into ~XG (the group-by

variables) and ~Z (the free variables); as before G is a

list of columns, which may be omitted when it is clear

from context. We de�ne:

subsetp;G( ~XG; S) (11)

repsetp( ~XG; S) &

8~Z [member(p( ~X); S)! p( ~X)]

We intend repsetp( ~X; S) to be true if and only if S is a

data structure that represents a set (not a multi-set) all

of whose elements �t the pattern p( ~X). The de�nition of

repsetp does not involve the relation p. The semantics

of member is the obvious one. We are not concerned

about the details of the data structure used; a linked

list implementation is given in the appendix.

Example 5.1: Suppose sets are represented as lists,

and [p; q] denotes a list of two elements. If relation p

consists of tuples p(a; 1), p(a; 2), p(b; 2), then subsetp;1

consists of the following tuples:

subsetp;1(a; [ ]) subsetp;1(a; [ p(a; 1); p(a; 2) ])

subsetp;1(a; [ p(a; 1) ]) subsetp;1(a; [ p(a; 2); p(a; 1) ])

subsetp;1(a; [ p(a; 2) ])

subsetp;1(b; [ ]) subsetp;1(b; [ p(b; 2) ])

Note that two di�erent data structures represent the set

fp(a; 1); p(a; 2)g. In the spirit of generic computation

[AV91], these elements of p are assumed to be indistin-

guishable by subsetp;1.

Desired aggregate functions on S are easily coded,

such as sump;4(S; T ), which states that T is the sum of

the fourth column of the elements of S, which elements

are expected to have the pattern p(X1; : : : ; X4). (We

assume that all occurrences of symbol p in the program

have the same arity.) Predicates like member , repsetp,

and sump;4 are in the LDB.

Note that for �xed ~X there are likely to be many S

that represent the same subset, such as permutations

of a list, where an order among elements is not given.

However, the result of an aggregate operation is the

same on all versions of S that represent the same subset.

Thus aggregates have the avor of generic computation

[AV91]: the disparate \intermediate results" in data

structures collapse to a common value of the aggregate.

The universally quanti�ed subformula of Eq. 11 states

that the set represented by S is a subset of the selection

on p that requires the columns indexed by G to equal

the given tuple ~XG. As usual, the rule in Eq. 11 is

regarded as an abbreviation for

subsetp;G( ~XG; S)  repsetp;G( ~XG; S) & (12)

:badp;G( ~XG; S)

badp;G( ~XG; S)  member(p( ~X); S) &

:p( ~X)

Observe that subsetp;G depends positively on p through

two levels of negation, and otherwise depends only on

the LDB. Consequently, subsetp;G does not change from

stage to stage within the construction of an under- or

overestimate. Therefore we have, with some abuse of

notation:

subsetp;G( ~XG; S) () S( ~X ) � p( ~X) (13)

subsetp;G( ~XG; S) () S( ~X ) � p( ~X)

with the convention that p is initially \everything".

The predicate supersetp;G can be de�ned analogously

to Eq. 11, with the implication reversed; observe

that supersetp;G depends negatively on p. Finally,

�ndallp;G( ~XG; S) may be de�ned as the conjunction of

subsetp;G( ~XG; S) and supersetp;G( ~XG; S).

Theorem 5.1: For programs in which aggregation is

applied only to �nite relations, the Kemp-Stuckey

version of \well-founded semantics with aggregates"

[KS91] corresponds to de�ning every aggregate subgoal

over p as the appropriate �ndallp;G( ~XG; S), followed by

evaluation of the aggregate function on S.

Proof : (Sketch) Each method's partial model is a

�xpoint of the other method's transformation.

Kemp and Stuckey remark that their \well-founded

models" often leave too much unde�ned, and turn to

the study of stable models. We believe that part of

the problem is in the \one-size-�ts-all" approach to

aggregates characterized by use of �ndall . De�nitions
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that �t the semantics (in the sense of intentions) of the

problems often call for subset , as illustrated by examples

in Section 6, or no data structure at all, as seen earlier

for �rst-order aggregates. We return to the use of �ndall

in Section 7, for programs that are \too nonmonotonic"

for subset .

Ross and Sagiv de�ne a class of monotonic programs

with aggregation and give a semantics for them [RS92].

They also require the program to be cost-consistent ,

meaning roughly that the immediate consequences of

any interpretation satisfy the functional dependency

onto cost. See their paper for omitted details of their

de�nitions. We now describe a mechanical translation

from their framework to ours, based on subset and t.

However, this translation does not preserve their model

in all cases.

Without loss of generality, assume each aggregate

subgoal appears with one other subgoal in the rule.

Rules without aggregation require no changes. Using

their notation, an aggregation appears as:

p( ~X;C)  C = F(D : q( ~X; ~Z;D)) & (14)

r( ~X;C)

where F is an aggregate function, ~X are the \group-

by" variables, and ~Z are the free (or local) variables.

(For this discussion G, the list of group-by columns,

is implicit, and the ~XG of Eq. 11 is simply ~X here.)

Variables C and D are cost variables, compatible with

the domain and range of F . Some variables among

( ~X;C) may be absent from the head of the rule.

The main idea is to replace this rule with a collection

of normal rules that apply F to data structures S that

represent subsets of q( ~X; ~Z;D), then take the least

upper bound of the results.

Let predicate f implement function F , but on data

structures that represent sets; that is, f( ~X; S;C) holds

just when S represents q( ~X; ~Z;D) and

C = F(D : q( ~X; ~Z;D))

We introduce the new predicate ps with the rule:

ps( ~X; S;C)  subset q( ~X; S) & f( ~X; S;C) & (15)

r( ~X;C)

That is, ps( ~X; S;C) holds when S represents some �nite

subset of CDB relation q( ~X; ~Z;D), C is the result of

applying the aggregate function F to this subset, with
~X as the group-by variables, and r( ~X;C).

Now the rule for p is rewritten as:

p( ~X;C) tps( ~X; S;C) (16)

Here tps is with respect to v on the range of F , ~X are

the group-by variables, and S is a free variable. Rules

for tps as given in De�nition 4.2 are introduced into the

program.

We conjecture that this translation simulates the

Ross-Sagiv semantics in certain cases, where the aggre-

gate operation is applied only to �nite multi-sets:

1. The cost variable C is absent from the head of the

rule. (In this case the semantics of Mumick et al

applies, too [MPR90].)

2. The aggregate F is tq.

The intuition behind these restrictions is that extra facts

with di�erent cost values are harmless. In case 1 they

are projected out; in case 2 the tps removes them.

6 Examples for Inductive Aggregates

We examine several applications of inductive aggregates

with recursion. They vary from \monotonic" (6.1) to

\slightly nonmonotonic" (6.2) to \very nonmonotonic"

(6.3). With some imagination, one can see these as

abstractions of larger realistic applications in knowledge

bases or expert systems, where many small pieces

combine in complicated and unexpected ways.

Example 6.1: The \company control" problem has

been widely used as an example of recursion through

aggregation that made sense intuitively [MPR90, CM90,

KS91, RS92]. In this problem, company A controls

company C if some subset fBig of the companies

controlled by A own a combined portion of the shares

of C that, together with A's direct ownership in C,

exceeds .50. Observe the phrase \some subset" in our

wording. We believe this represents the intuition of the

problem: once the combined ownership exceeds .50, we

do not care about its exact value. This suggests the

rule formulation that follows, where c(X;Y ) means X

controls Y , cv(X;Z; Y;D) meansX controls proportion

D of the shares of Y through intermediate Z, and

the LDB predicate e(Z; Y;D) means Z (directly) owns

proportion D of Y .

cv(X;Z; Y;D)  X = Z & e(Z; Y;D) (17)

cv(X;Z; Y;D)  c(X;Z) & e(Z; Y;D)

c(X;Y )  subset cv;1;3(X;Y; S) &

sumcv;4(S;C) & C > :50:

The notation subsetcv;1;3 indicates that columns 1 and

3 of cv are \group by" columns that must contain the
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nonlocal values X and Y , respectively. The elements

of S will vary on columns 2 and 4 of cv . The rules to

de�ne subsetcv;1;3 are:

subsetcv;1;3(X;Y; S) (18)

repsetcv;1;3(X;Y; S) &

:badcv;1;3(X;Y; S)

badcv;1;3(X;Y; S) 

member(cv (X;Z; Y;D); S) &

:cv(X;Z; Y;D)

Rules for repset , member and sum appear in the

appendix.

This program is strict; cv depends on itself through

two levels of negation, so it can also be de�ned by

positive induction on a �rst order formulawith universal

quanti�cation [VG92]. The positive c atoms in the well-

founded model de�ne the intended \controls" relation.

Observe that this formulation is impervious to neg-

ative values in e. Presumably if A controls B who

somehow has negative ownership in C, A can direct B

to abstain from voting. More realistically, the data is

in error, but the error does not cause the semantics to

\crash".

However, the model may well not be two-valued, even

where c is concerned: Say a owns .30 of each of b and

c, who in turn own .60 of each other. Then c(a; b) and

c(a; c) will be unde�ned, rather than false. However,

even c(b; c) and c(c; b) are unde�ned in the Kemp-

Stuckey semantics; they are true here.

Example 6.2: The party-invitation problem was pro-

posed by Ross and Sagiv [RS92]. Their version is

essentially \company control" with thresholds that vary

among individuals. We propose an extension with a

compatibility measure that may take both positive and

negative values. We suppose that someone will come to

a party if he or she has su�cient positive compatibility,

and not too much negative compatibility, with others

known to be coming.

The LDB relation thr(X;P;N ) gives personal thresh-

olds: X will accept if others known to be coming have

at least P in positive compatibility and no more than N

in negative compatibility. LDB relations pos(X;Y;C)

and neg(X;Y;C) mean X has, respectively, positive

or negative compatibility C with Y . The CDB pred-

icate accept(X) means X accepts (will come), and

rel+(X;Y;C) means Y is relevant to X's decision with

positive weight C, etc.

accept(X)  goodenough (X) & (19)

:toobad (X)

goodenough (X)  subsetrel+;1(X;S) &

sumrel+;3(S;E) &

thr(X;P;N ) & E � P:

toobad (X)  subsetrel�;1(X;S) &

sumrel�;3(S;E) &

thr(X;P;N ) & E > N:

rel+(X;Y;C)  accept(Y ) & pos(X;Y;C):

rel�(X;Y;C)  accept(Y ) & neg(X;Y;C)

This program contains recursion through both negation

and aggregation, so is not given a semantics by Ross

and Sagiv [RS92]. Analysis of this example is beyond

the scope of this abstract, but proceeds along the lines of

the game program in Example 4.3. We briey examine

behavior for one awkward LDB:

thr(a; 1; 0)

thr(b; 1; 0)

thr(c; 0; 0)

pos(a; b; 1)

pos(b; a; 1)

neg(c; a; 1)

Intuitively, a will accept if b does and vice versa, but

neither will commit �rst; c will accept if a does not.

Unfortunately, the standard well-founded semantics

makes all acceptances unde�ned. In the overestimate,

a and b support each others' acceptances, keeping c

from accepting in the underestimate. Of course, c also

accepts in the overestimate, because a and b do not

accept in the underestimate.

Example 6.3: Now consider the previous party-invita-

tion problem with a di�erent acceptance criterion: the

sum of all compatibilities, positive and negative must be

nonnegative. The rules that simulate the Kemp-Stuckey

semantics are:

accept(X)  �ndallrel;1(X;S) & (20)

sumrel;3(S;E) &

E � 0:

rel(X;Y;C)  accept(Y ) &

com(X;Y;C):

Here subset is really insu�cient because X's decision

is based on all the acceptances, and is not monotonic

w.r.t. set inclusion.

Consider an LDB containing com(a; b; 1), com(a; c; 1),

com(b; a; 1), com(b; c; 1). The model gets accept(c),
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but accept(a) and accept(b) are unde�ned. Briey,

the reason is that the overestimate rel (upon which

superset depends) contains tuples for both (a; b; 1) and

(a; c; 1) while the previous underestimate rel (upon

which subset depends) lacks (a; b; 1); �ndall(a; S) be-

comes de�ned only when they agree. This is exactly

the shortcoming that Kemp and Stuckey observed in

their formulation of \well-founded semantics with ag-

gregation". We shall return to this example in the next

section.

7 General Translation of Inductive

Aggregates

In this section we take a closer look at why �ndall often

fails to de�ne enough when used within recursion, even

for monotonic programs. In doing so, we �nd a surpris-

ing solution that works even for \very nonmonotonic"

programs: to use �ndall negatively!

Recall that �ndall was de�ned as the conjunction of

subset and superset . The treatment by the alternating

�xpoint, in terms of under- and overestimates, is found

by combining Eq. 13 and its analog for superset. (For

this discussion G, the list of group-by columns, is

implicit, and the ~XG of Eq. 13 is simply ~X here. Local

(free) variables are denoted by ~Z.)

�ndallp( ~X; S) () p( ~X; ~Z) � S( ~X; ~Z) & (21)

S( ~X; ~Z) � p( ~X; ~Z)

�ndallp( ~X; S) () p( ~X; ~Z) � S( ~X; ~Z) &

S( ~X; ~Z) � p( ~X; ~Z)

Recall that we are using the abbreviation

p( ~X; ~Z) � S( ~X; ~Z)

to mean every tuple p( ~X; ~Z) of overestimate p also

occurs as a member of data structure S, etc.

During the construction of the alternating �xpoint we

always have p � p, as underestimates are contained in

overestimates. Thus the underestimate of �ndallp(
~X; S)

remains empty (for a particular ~X) unless it is de�ned

exactly. It cannot ever be an approximation. This

explains the weakness of using �ndall positively to

materialize a set upon which to apply an aggregate

operation.

However, the corresponding constraints for the over-

estimate, �ndallp(
~X; S), su�er no such drawback. In-

deed the constraint can be read as, \S is in the over-

estimate if it represents a set containing at least the

tuples known to be true, and no tuples known to be

false, as of the latest underestimate." (Recall that the

complement of p comprises the false tuples for the latest

underestimate.) Thus the data structures S in the

overestimate of �ndall look like quite useful approxi-

mations. The problem is that conclusions appear in the

underestimates, not in the overestimates. How can we

\trick" the semantics into using an overestimate?

The solution, as hinted, is to use �ndall negatively.

The method to be described is considerably more

complicated and less mechanical than the translation

for monotonic programs (Equations 15{16).

As many constraints as possible on the aggregate

result should appear in the same rule as the aggregate

operation. Unfolding (substituting the rule body for an

occurrence of its head in another rule) may be used to

achieve this. Ideally, all information needed about the

aggregate value is extracted within the rule body, and

that value does not appear in the head of the rule; we

have seen this to be the case in the examples of the

previous section. (Satisfactory results may be expected

when the aggregate value does appear in the head of the

rule, but is just passed out of the CDB without further

examination.) The translation to be described is sound,

but weaker, when the ideal conditions do not obtain.

Using syntax of Ross and Sagiv (see Eq. 14), let a rule

with an aggregate be of the form:

p( ~X)  C = F(D : q( ~X; ~Z;D)) & (22)

r( ~X;C)

Here the additional subgoal r( ~X;C) encompasses all

testing and processing of the aggregate value C. As

before, let predicate f( ~X; S;C) implement function F ,

but on data structures S, producing value C. The

translation of the above rule is:

p( ~X)  subsetq( ~X; S) & f( ~X; S;C) & (23)

r( ~X;C) &

:cmq( ~X):

cmq( ~X)  �ndallq( ~X; S2) & f( ~X; S2; C2) &

:r( ~X;C2)

Here cmq may be read (liberally) as \counter-model".

Intuitively, it is true when there is some \reasonable

approximation" to q in the form of S2, such that

the associated aggregate value C2 does not satisfy the

constraint r( ~X;C2).

The underestimates of cmq are normally useless, as

discussed in connection with �ndall . However, the
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overestimates of cmq are what matters for the under-

estimates of p, and these are useful in nonmonotonic

programs.

If the program is monotonic, there is a partial order

v with respect to which both F and r are monotonic.

In this case, if the positive subgoals of the rules in

Eq. 23 are satisi�ed, then C v C2, so r( ~X;C2) must

be true and cmq( ~X) must be false. In other words, the

result for p( ~X) is unchanged by dropping the negative

subgoal :cmq( ~X). The resulting simpli�ed rule (with

t reinserted if C appears in the head of the rule)

corresponds to the translation for monotonic programs.

In this sense, Eq. 23 generalizes Equations 15{16 to

nonmonotonic programs.

In the nonmonotonic case that C appears in the head

of the rule, the program may derive multiple facts with

di�erent values of C as \approximations".

Example 7.1: Reconsider Example 6.3, where we need

to �nd a sum on rel, which is de�ned nonmonotonically.

With Eq. 23 we can approximate the desired solution

from both above and below, and make more progress.

Intuitively, if we have some evidence (an appropriate

subset of rel) that X accepts, and there is no \feasible

scenario" under which X does not accept, then we

wish to conclude that X accepts. \Feasible scenario"

is formalized as a set that contains all rel facts (with X

in the �rst column) concluded to be true, and does not

contain any facts concluded to be false.

accept(X)  subsetrel;1(X;S) & (24)

sumrel;3(S;C) & C � 0 &

:cmrel;1(X):

cmrel;1(X)  �ndall rel;1(X;S2) &

sumrel;3(S2; C2) & :(C2 � 0):

rel(X;Y;D)  accept(Y ) &

com(X;Y;D):

The role of constraint r in Eq. 23 is �lled here by

(C � 0).

On the LDB given in Example 6.3, there is no \feasi-

ble scenario" that gives a a negative total compatibility,

so accept(a) is concluded without knowing the exact

total; the same applies to b.

We have introduced a methodology for drawing

conclusions in nonmonotonic programs when we have

\good enough" approximations to the aggregate values

to do so. However, this is not a panacea, as a review

of Example 6.2 shows. For the LDB given, there

are \feasible scenarios" in which a and b accept, so

acceptances remain unde�ned even with the stricter

translation developed in this section.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown that much of the existing work on se-

mantics of aggregation with recursion can be expressed,

and even extended, within the framework of the well-

founded semantics, without introducing any new \ma-

chinery". However, certain programs have models not

captured by routine application of the well-founded se-

mantics. (Known examples involve placing limits of in-

�nite sequences into the model nonconstructively.) We

observed a fundamental di�erence between \�rst-order"

aggregates and those that must be de�ned inductively;

di�erent techniques of de�nition were appropriate for

the two classes.

The monotonicity properties of subset and t (least

upper bound) made it possible to \approximate rela-

tions from below", when their exact values were not yet

known. We also developed a method to \approximate

from above" with �ndall , by using it negatively.

However, the gap between expression of a problem

and computation of a solution is extremely wide. Some

of the special cases studied earlier o�er prospects of

practical implementations [MPR90, GGZ91, SR91].

To implement the more general cases proposed here,

it is clear that subset is crucial. The discussion of

Example 5.1 makes it clear that a naive implementation

of the generic de�nition would be hopeless. However, as

observed by Abiteboul and Vianu [AV91], computations

are actually done on data structures, not on sets.

Ideally, a practical implementation should use one

nongeneric data structure, and be able to answer all

the necessary questions about subset generically. How

to approach this ideal is an open issue.

The rules de�ning least upper bounds (De�nition 4.2)

make bp an in�nite relation. The use of constraints

to represent possibly in�nite relations has been studied

by Kanellakis et al [KKR90], but many open questions

remain when they occur in recursion.
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Appendix A Set Representation with

Lists

The necessary set operations are easily de�ned using

rules with negation. \Set" really means \data structure

representing set" in this discussion. For this example,

\p" is a four-place predicate whose \cost column" is the

fourth.
For the sake of data abstraction, it is convenient to

de�ne empty(S) and addMember(X, T, S). The latter
name is explained by the speci�cation that adding
element X to multi-set T yields multi-set S. However,
it is then true that removing X from S yields T, and that
is how addMember is used below when the computation
is viewed top-down. Although addMember (and sum p4)
work correctly on multi-sets, repset p ensures that S
is a set.

member(X, S) <- addMember(X, T, S).

repset_p(X, Y, S) <- empty(S).

repset_p(X, Y, S) <- addMember(H, T, S) &

H = p(X,Y,Z,C) &

not member(H, T) &

repset_p(X, Y, T).

sum_p4(S, 0) <- empty(S).

sum_p4(S, Csum) <- addMember(H, T, S) &

H = p(X,Y,Z,C) &

sum_p4(T, Tsum) &

Csum is C+Tsum.

The subgoal of the second rule for addMember ensures
that T is actually a list.

empty(nil).

addMember(X, nil, X.nil).

addMember(X, T, X.T) <- addMember(Z, U, T).

addMember(X, H.T, H.S) <- addMember(X, T, S).
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